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Impressions
LONDON 1980 : A PERSONAL VIEW

By Harlan F . Stone

Since many of you have probably read by now at least one account of the fabulous
international exhibition LONDON 1980, I'm making this special report for TELL an
impressionistic one . You won't find the comprehensive factual account I prepared
after INTERPHIL 76 in Philadelphia, but a series of memories . Here goes:

The greatest concentration of Swiss material I've ever seen (I've not yet been to a
show in Switzerland itself), including one court of honor, one jury class, one class of
honor, ten European, six postal history, four air mail and two youth displays, plus
literature exhibits . I could never find an 11th listed display in the European class,
apparently mounted out of numerical sequence, so vast was the Earl's Court exhibition

The exhaustion of visiting all of
the more than 200 dealers' stands
and the satisfaction of finding a
large number of affordable covers.
In three and a half days at the ex-
hibit, I had time for only the Swiss
exhibits and the dealers . One had
to ignore the rest of the world.

The thrill of meeting members
of the Great Britain Helvetia Phila-
telic Society at its special meeting
during the show. Yes, there really
is a Mrs . E . J . Rawnsley, the honor-
able secretary and editor of the
society's newsletter, and an M . (for
Michael) Rutherfoord, who writes
the newsletter's fascinating "Did
You Know?" column . He turned
out to be a native South African
with Swiss citizenship . Wing Com-
mander R . F . Bulstrode, another
well known member, conducted the
meeting with unlimited enthusiasm
despite advanced age and failing eye-
sight . The only other American
among the 40 attending the meeting
besides me was Bob Scheuermann,
the AHPS librarian from Chicago.

The six Basel doves on a cover in
the Swiss Postal Museum's exhibit
in the court of honor, and the

Zurich 4's on and off cover seemingly everywhere (proving how "`common" this stamp
must really be compared for instance with certain early postmarks).

The discovery of a London dealer (of Swiss origin) who was selling off his own 20-
year collection of Swiss postage due covers, with each individually priced . Finding this
material after a virtually fruitless two-year search in the U .S . was so exciting that t
found renewed strength to hold back the crowd of cover collectors fighting for counter
space behind me for nearly three hours while I juggled my postage due rate literature
in one hand and dug through his boxes of unusual postage due usages with the other.
Look for my purchases in a new exhibit of Swiss postage due covers next year!

cont . next page
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A postal history exhibit containing 25 "extra courier" covers, 16 of them with red
postmarks, two with the rare black mark, and seven in manuscript . This hit closer to
home than the many classic Swiss adhesives, since my own Helvetic Republic entry
.contained only four extra couriers, all in red.

The excitement over the latest discovery by Heinz Katcher of The Amateur Col-
lector firm of London — a 5c, blue Swiss postage due stamp with "rayed star" back-
ground, unfortunately not on display because of earlier arrangements to feature it at a
Swiss show immediately following the London exhibition.

The delight of finding an English world-class marathoner helping out in a stand of
an American dealer . Since I run 10-kilometer road races on weekends, we actually
talked about the fun of running instead of philately . I even found time for two 6 a .m.
training runs in Hyde Park during my seven-day London stay.

The disappointment over missing the reception held by the Union of Swiss Philatelic
Societies because the exhibition program listed the host as the "Swiss Post Office ."

The unexpected pleasure of finding a Swiss theme on one of the three official
souvenir sheets printed on the exhibition floor by British security printing firms, with
a reproduction of the first lithographed stamp — that ubiquitous Zurich 4 again.

The fantastic Strubel covers in the exhibits, one with a block of eight and strip of
five 2 rp . grays (Scott No . 35), another with a block of six 5 rp . in the early orange-
brown shade (Scott No . 14), both showing unusual usages to meet uncommon rates
(my chief interest).

The realization — again — that you need big money to make it big at an inter-
national show. The top awards still tend to go to the displays with the most expensive
items, even if such items appear in "postal history" exhibits that are really letter col-
lections without postal history organization and write-ups . At least LONDON 1980
did have a separate postal history section, despite pre-show rumors that all such
exhibits would appear scattered throughout the appropriate country sections.

The English children filing through the exhibition in their school
uniforms, and the graphic British post office display showing the
development of mail transportation from post boys to air planes.
One pictured post boy, famous for his size, died at 29 weighing more
than 400 pounds . No mention of what happened to his poor horse.

See you in Chicago in 1986 at the next U . S . international show.

NOTICE OF AHPS MIDWEST MEETING

There will be a midwestern regional meeting
of AHPS on Sunday, November 2, 1980, from
11 :15 a .m . to 12 :45 p .m . as part of the
Chicago Philatelic Society show . Room to be
announced . . . The show is at the Expocenter;
Chicago, 350 N . Orleans St.

Please come if you can! Your past President
(Felix Ganz) and current President will be
there . ..
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REVIEWS OF NEW CATALOGUES

HELVETIA SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1981 . Pocket volume;
328 pages ; stamps all reproduced in good color ; WITH
COMPLETE TEXT IN ENGLISH . Auf der Maur Stamps Ltd .,
P .O .B . 553, Westminster, CA 92638 . (See firm's ad .)

"Superb" is a mild word when trying to describe this
new effort aimed at the North American Switzerland/
Liechtenstein collector . Until now there was only one
Switzerland pocket catalogue available to English-
speaking persons, with illustrations in black and white,
and prices in British pounds . Now, at about one half
the price of that other catalogue, U .S . and Canadian col-
lectors may avail themselves of a lavishly illustrated,
very complete, and exclusively English language cata-
logue . Prices are in dollars and cents rather than in
Swiss francs or British pounds (and will quite likely
produce an upsurge in Swiss stamp prices in this
country) . But the prices are realistic and represent
actual market reflections in Europe . Numbering is bor-
rowed (by agreement) from Zumstein (as is the case for
almost all Switzerland catalogues produced abroad).

The most intriguing feature consists of including
prices not only for truly mint as well as unused but
hinged stamps (through 1960 ; after that only **, or truly
mint is shown), finely used stamps (THAT term, by the
way, should be accompanied by an illustration or a
series of pictures, as are the mint and unused de-
scription), used blocks of 4 (READ the statement, how-
ever, regarding the enormous price difference between
used blocks of four with ONE central cancellation and
those with more than one marking!), but also prices
for stamps on cover, with a formula how to figure
multiple frankings' values . This last column will make
many a collector think five times before tearing any
stamp off a pre-1960 cover because some of the price
differences between used and used on cover are indeed
large, or at least noteworthy . The only category of
Swiss issues not yet separately priced on cover are the
issued of the League of Nations and other Geneva of-
fices--an omission which ought to be remedied in another
year .

Any collector of Switzerland in North America NOT
availing himself of this special translation of the
regular HELVETIA catalogue should have his or her head
examined!

by FELIX GANZ
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ZUMSTEINEUROPA1981 . Two volumes ; West: 1076 pages
(including Jugoslavia and East Germany), and East (be-
hind the Iron Curtain) : 722 pages . Bern : Zumstein &
Cie ., 1980 . Available in the U .S . through Frank Geiger
(see that firm's regular advertisements in this paper).

If you collect anything else in European philatelic
materials in addition to Switzerland and Liechtenstein,
then you should seriously consider acquiring one or both
of these realistically priced and excellently prepared
volumes . Cheap they are not ; but that can be said of
practically all catalogues these days . Comparing
Zumstein with the 1981 Scott catalogues so far issued, one
must again note that Scott is very unrealistic when it
comes to actual prices--even if you eliminate the former
"rule of the thumb" of half Scott and deal with "full
Scott," because Zumstein's net prices frequently exceed
Scott quotations (and the Zumstein prices ARE paid
abroad as well as often in this country).

Of particular interest are Spanish Andorra (which
for the second year in a row leads all price increases in
a massive way) . Scandinavia, including Finland, con-
tinues to become more and more expensive, and the
British affiliates in Europe (Cyprus, Malta, Gibraltar)
also seem to know only one way of going : UP . -- In the
"East" volume all more elusive items, be they from
Hungary, Poland, or pre-World War II Russia, show ad-
vances which probably will show up in Scott around 1983!
Thus it might be a splendid idea to acquire a Zumstein
Europe and then visit U .S . dealers for your purchases . ..
you'll be ahead by two years!!

by FELIX GANZ

IN MEMORIAM

EDWARD BUSER, JR.

We regret to announce the death of
Edward Buser, Jr ., a founder of the
Helvetia Society for Swiss collectors
--one of two societies which merged
in 1975 to form AHPS . Eddie was a
life member of AHPS . He is survived
by his wife Sophie, who also helped
to found the old Helvetia Society in
1938, and also is a life member of
AHPS .
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THE POSTALMARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

By FELIX GANZ

SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND FOREIGN FACILITIES
ON SWISS SOIL, II

FRANCE : Along a few border crossing routes in the
Jura mountains Switzerland
established postal agencies
on French soil . According
to Mrs . Rawnsley no
special interstate conven-
tions were concluded for
their creation, and ex-
changes of letters may
have sufficed to create
these "convenience of-
fices ." Thus, a commun-
ication written by the
PTT Ministry in Paris and
the Paris-Lyon-Mediter-
ranean RR Co ., requesting
the reopening of the
Swiss postal agency in
Pontarlier, in 1889,
rests in the GD-PTT's
postal archives in Bern.

The first Swiss
agency on French soil was
established in Delle, a
border town on the coach
route from Porrentruy to
Belfort, in 1852 . It
closed in 1956.

The second one was
opened in 1855 in Pont-
arlier, end point of the
coach routes from Neuchatel,
Chaux-de-Fonds/Le Locle, and Yverdon/Vallorbe/Jougne . It
was closed at the end of 1862, two years after the rail-
road from Neuchatel to Pontarlier started operating,
with a Swiss RPO ascertained from 1863 on . Why it was
reopened in 1889, remaining in operation well into the
1960's is not known.

Pontarlier and other Swiss offices abroad postmarks
include the words "Messageries Suisses ." That French
term, in translation, denotes "postal coach," "enterprise
concerned with the transporting of passengers and goods,"
or "horse carriage ." Thus the function of this and the
other four Swiss offices on French soil is self-explana-
tory.
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The other four offices in France were located in
Morez (or Morez-du-Jura) and Les Rousses, on the postal
coach route from Nyon via St . Cergue in 1876 ; in Divonne-
les-Bains, then a famous spa, on the coach route from
Nyon to Gex in 1875 ; and in Bois d'Amont, a tiny hamlet
on a remarkably little-traveled road in the upper Joux
Valley, with a postal coach connection from Le Pont, via
Le Brassus, to Les Rousses--apparently primarily a horse
changing station in 1877 . Bois d'Amont disappeared in
1884, Divonne in 1905, after a railway from Nyon had
been opened, and Morez and Les Rousses at the end of 1913.

On postage stamps strikes from les Rousses or Morez
are most likely encountered on higher Standing Helvetia
denominations soaked off from parcel cards, or on postage
due stamps . Those from the other offices are much less
likely to be found.

The illustrations below comprise all known postmarks
from these offices:

DELLE : No strikes known to date

PONTARLIER:

MOREZ-DU-JURA:

LES ROUSSES:

DIVONNE-LES-BAINS:

BOIS D'AMONT:

Any report on other strikes will be most welcome.
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